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Position Statement

• Unique characteristics of cybersec make data for AI/ML challenging 
• Adversarial model, rare events, false positive rates, etc.
• (see: Sommer and Paxson, “Outside the Closed World”, IEEE S&P 2010

• There remains a lack of canonical datasets
• Akin to e.g., MNIST
• Hampers research

• Equitable access to data and artifacts missing
• Data fiefdoms
• Impacts science and research
• Impacts academic careers
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Over $220M Invested to date
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NSF 23-517: Cybersecurity Innovation for 
Cyberinfrastructure (CICI)
• Reference Scientific Security Datasets (RSSD): Projects in this program area 

should leverage instrumented cyberinfrastructure to capture metadata from 
scientific workflows and workloads as reference data artifacts that can help 
support reproducible security research, testing and evaluation.
• Example RSSD projects:

• “LaSIC: Labeled Security Information Capture”, 2232864/Papadopoulos
• “Massive Internal System Traffic Research Analysis and Logging”, 2232819/Biever

• Deadline: February 17, 2023
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Issued by OSTP
Acting Director Alondra Nelson

§ calls for Free, Immediate, and Equitable public 
access 

§ new Public Access/Open Science plan by Feb 
2023 (with policies by 2024, and implementation 
by 2025)

§ default zero-embargo of peer-reviewed articles 
and underlying data

2022: White House Office of Science and Technology (OSTP) 
guidance on Open Science and Public Access, commonly 
called the “Nelson” Memo
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supporting research 
and scientific integrity 

providing equitable access

strengthening 
guidance on sharing 
data and other 
scholarly material

removing 12-
month publication 
embargo

What is the new policy guidance?

“American investment in 
such research is essential to 
the health, economic 
prosperity, and well-being of 
the Nation. There should be 
no delay between taxpayers 
and the returns on their 
investments in research.” 

~ Dr. Alondra Nelson

informed by years of OSTP  
Subcommittee on Open Science 
Leadership (currently led 
by OSTP, NASA, NIH, and NSF)

implementation 
via interagency 
coordination


